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Jess Walter’s ‘The Cold Millions’ Is a
Hometown Ode
The bestselling author of ‘Beautiful Ruins’ has a new novel on the revolutionary past of Spokane,
Washington, the city that’s become a throughline of his work.
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When the novelist Jess Walter’s high school home-economics teacher asked him to map
out his life, he told her his plan: leave Spokane, Washington, move to Berkeley, California,
get a van, write poetry, go to the Iowa Writers’s Workshop and become a novelist.
When Walter became a father at 19, he stayed in his hometown and started working at The
Spokesman-Review, a newspaper, answering phones and recording sports scores, later
becoming the nighttime police reporter. “Being a journalist at a daily newspaper appealed
to my working-class side,” says Walter, 55. “It was like the factory work that my dad did,
but I got to use my brain.” He still wanted to write novels, but it seemed impossible. “Like
a daydream,” he says. He thinks of these early years as a training for a life in ﬁction. “I’m
drawn to class issues, social issues, and a lot of that is easier to process in journalism,” he
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says. “I wanted to write books, but I just thought I would have to do it in the newspaper.”
He continued to support his new family through a number of other odd jobs, like writing
parking tickets, working as a campus security guard, putting in shifts at a sprinkler
company, washing dishes at an Italian restaurant and delivering pizzas.
Walter, whose seventh novel, The Cold Millions, comes out October 27 is his ﬁrst since
2012’s Beautiful Ruins, which sold over a million copies and has been translated into 25
languages. He has written across genres for decades, publishing a novel consistently
every few years to produce a body of work that has cohered into that of a regional
novelist, then an American novelist and now a global force. A cinematic style permeates
his writing: “It’s almost as though a voiceover narration comes in and says, ‘Here’s the
scene, here’s the synthesis,’” he says. His novelistic sensibility is mainly informed by what
he describes as a sense of fairness, of telling the stories of those on society’s fringes.
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Rarely has this been truer than in The Cold Millions, which is set mostly in Spokane at the
turn of the twentieth century against the backdrop of social unrest, police violence and
free-speech riots. Walter wanted to write a novel that came out of an appreciation of
place, and of a time when a progressive movement started in Spokane and spread through
the country.
The novel follows two orphaned brothers who traipse around the American Northwest:
Gig Dolan, enamored with the idea of equality, joins the Industrial Workers of the World,
while Rye is more skeptical of “the idea that you could make men equal just by saying it.”
There’s also real-life activist Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, who comes to Spokane to rustle up
support for labor unions. The novel is steeped in a romantic wistfulness, at once a social
novel of ideas and a Western—a form Walter had long wanted to take advantage of. Like
Beautiful Ruins, it’s a nostalgic book. “Places ﬁx in a certain year in your mind,” Walter
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says. Spokane is an almost constant ﬁxture for him. “I think you return to those places, in
the way you might write about themes that keep coming up,” he says.
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Walter conceived of the novel as a personal origin story. His father started working at
Kaiser Aluminum just outside Spokane in 1964, and both of his grandfathers were
itinerant workers during the Great Depression. He considers himself rare among novelists
to have spent practically his whole life in one city. When he was younger, he assumed he’d
need to ﬂee. “I thought I’d have to leave my hometown to succeed, but my living in the
same place my whole life has been an advantage,” he says. “I examined that insecurity
about place, about Spokane, and realized, for me, it was this kind of self-loathing.”
“Most people with artistic ambition were waiting for their chance to leave Spokane,” says
Shawn Vestal, a friend of Walter’s, who is also a columnist for The Spokesman-Review and
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the author of the story collection Godforsaken Idaho. “Jess made his art about his region.”
Says Pulitzer-winning novelist Anthony Doerr: “He’s like the mayor of Spokane. Jess is
taking his town, where his dad worked, where he was a reporter, and writing about its
history.”

Walter’s regional focus is sutured into much of what he writes. His ﬁrst book, 1995’s Every
Knee Shall Bow, a reported work of narrative non-ﬁction about the siege at Ruby Ridge, in
northern Idaho, is a comprehensive account of the armed standoﬀ between Randy
Weaver’s family and the FBI and U.S. Marshals. Beautiful Ruins, his sixth novel, which
jumped across the modern-day Paciﬁc Northwest and both contemporary Hollywood and
1960s Italy, owed much of its success not just to its sweeping considerations of time and
aging—intermingled with a tart sendup of Hollywood—but also to Walter’s ability to
cultivate a roving sense of place. Many of his short stories and earlier novels, such as
2005’s Citizen Vince and 2009’s The Financial Lives of the Poets, are, like The Cold
Millions, about crime, working-class people and class in towns that are either explicitly
called Spokane or seem like Spokane stand-ins.
On a recent afternoon, speaking over the phone, Walter describes the scene outside his
house. He lives with his wife, Anne, an elementary school counselor and former
newspaper editor, on a bluﬀ that abuts West Central, one of the city’s poorer
neighborhoods. In The Cold Millions, Walter’s narrator comments on the social chasm
between rich and poor in the early-20th-century version of Spokane. Noting how poor one
side of this past version of Spokane is compared to the “grand estates” and “mansions”
across town, the narrator wonders why equality is so elusive—“why not a union of all men
and women, especially in a world like this, where a rich handful lived in the clouds.”
Similarly, while train-hopping, Gig’s brother, Rye, sees a woman’s body in the corner of a
car and begins to cry, considering her lot versus his. He wept for “what a learned man like
Gig might’ve called humanity, a poor girl born in hunger and dirt, destined to die in a cold
boxcar without ever imagining this room existed.”
Walter’s ﬁction has a capacity for earnestness that doesn’t feel saccharine or dated. “To
write literary ﬁction, the paint you’re using is empathy,” he says. “Sometimes we get so
scared of sentimentality.” He admires writers like Joan Didion and Don DeLillo for the icy
clarity of their sentences, but admits he could never emulate their detachment.
“Wheelbarrow Kings,” a short story collected in 2013’s We Live in Water, came from a
scene Walter witnessed out his window. Two men pushed a massive, old TV in a
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wheelbarrow. “I thought, Oh no, they’re taking that to a pawnshop, not knowing there are
going to be tons of ﬂatscreen TVs there, and the pawnshop won’t take that,” he says. Their
great eﬀort would be in vain. Writing an imagined story about them was a way to engage
with their plight. “It gave me chills to have connected with them, to give them emotional
weight,” he says.
His focus on the tougher sides of Spokane hasn’t earned praise from everyone. “There are
many chamber of commerce types who wish I would venture into the nicer neighborhoods
in Spokane,” Walter jokes. He’s aware that the city has changed, and he’s changed with it.
After publishing a story called “Statistical Abstract for My Hometown, Spokane,
Washington” (included in We Live in Water) that, in a tongue-in-cheek way, depicted a
less-than-idyllic version of Spokane, he wrote a follow-up story, structured as an
addendum, that listed contemporary Spokane’s many successes.
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“A few people in [Seattle and Portland] have mistaken the intent of ‘Statistical Abstract,’
and come away thinking the point is that Spokane is a grim place,” he writes in the
addendum. “There are so many cool things going on in Spokane now, it’s become, frankly,
a little irritating.”
In The Cold Millions, Gig observes—and is enamored with—early-twentieth-century
Spokane in its contradiction. It is the best city of them all, Walter’s narrator remarks,
where “disease and cure all swirled up in the loin, block after block of wretched glorious
humanity wandering the east-end streets and alleys.”
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Walter was thinking about his father and the labor movement he represented when he
wrote The Cold Millions. He was the president of a local steelworkers’s union and grew up
a union Democrat. “My understanding of a union was all about fairness and making life
better for workers,” Walter says. “The union was the closest thing to a church I had. So
even if you become disillusioned with some of that, your faith in the general principles
still exist.” He was fascinated by the idea that, in 1909, there was “a union as fair and as
egalitarian as the IWW—that there was already a union trying to represent women and
Native Americans and people of color.”
The area’s union-creating past struck him as an almost Edenic story, an origin story for
fairness, made particularly inspirational by the fact that the people involved were so
young. He couldn’t have known how relevant The Cold Millions would be today—a story of
social protest when the country is erupting once again.
“I ﬁnd myself drawn to Spokane, but as a way of explaining the whole world,” he says. “I
look back at this time and place, and see so many echoes of where we are now.”
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